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This report contains a full description of our work on the

Direct Determination of Wind Shears from the Gradients of Satellite

Radiance Observations plus reprints of our paper on the Impact of

Satellite Temperature Sounding Data on Weather Forecasts. The

latter study was partially supported by the Grant.
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ABSTRACT

To the extent that the wind field is close to geostrophic,

the thermal wind is a good approximation to the vertical wind shear

(vertical variation of the horizontal wind). And since the thermal

wind is proportional to the horizontal temperature gradient, the

possibility exists of !etermining it from satellite radiance

observations. Several different methods are developed for retrieving

thermal winds directly from the horizontal gradients of satellite

radiance observations. The methods are applied to the determination

of thermal winds in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere over

the White Sands Missile Range area. A special series of about 30

concurrent sets of radiance observations from the NOAA-4 VTPR instrument

and wind shears from radiosonde observations, distributed throughout one

year, is used fv,' these tests. The results obtained with these direct

methods are compared with results obtained with:

1) a traditional method, in which temperature profiles are first

retrieved from the satellite radiances and the thermal winds are then

obtained from the horizontal gradients of the retrieved temperatures, and

2) a linear regression between observed radiance gradients and observed

wind shears. The latter method serves as an estimate of the upper limit

of accuracy to be obtained by any method based on a linear combination of

radiance gradients.

The results indicate that the direct methods may be divided into two

groups, with much Letter retrievals for one of these groups. The probable

2i..°' - -
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reasons for these differences are identified. The best direct methods

yield results comparable to the traditional method, but none of the

methods - not even the regression technique - is particularly skillful.

The lack of skill in these particular cases is attributed mainly to the

errors associated with trying to measure relatively small horizontal

radiance gradients over relatively small horizontal distances.

I
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1. Statement of the Problem

For purposes of redicting the nuclear fallout pattern

associated with the use of tactical nuclear weapons in the battlefield,

it is necessary to know the ve,-tical distribution of the horizontal

wind from the surface of the earth to an altitude of about 30 km. In

principle, conventional radiosonde (rawinsonde) observations could be

used for supplying all of the required wind information; however, it is

not particularly desirable to use the radiosonde system for determining

the wind field above 15 km for the following reasons:

1) No other Army battlefield requirement exists for

meteorological data above 15 km. The nuclear

fallout prediction requirement imposes a substantial

increase (over that required for the 0-15 km

observations) in meteorological equipment, operations

and manhours on the battlefield.

2) Large errors are possible at high altitudes, partly

because of wind measurement errors caused by tracking

difficulties at the low elevation angles associated with

strong winds, and partly because of space and time

variability inherent in the data. Because of balloon

trajectories, the locations of the measurements at

altitudes of 20 to 30 km are frequently 100 to 150 km

from the radiosonde balloon launch site.
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To overcome these problems associated with the use of radiosondes

for wind information above 15 km, it has been suggestedI that a mix of

conventional radiosonde and satellite radiance observations be used to

supply all of the required information: the radiosonde would provide the

wind field to 15 km and the satellite would supply the wind information for

the 15 to 30 km layer (which fo our purposes we may call the stratosphere).

The concept of using satellite observed radiances to infer horizontal

winds in the stratosphere is based on the following physical principles:

1) the satellite observed spectrum of radiance above a particular

point on the earth's surface depends upon the vertical

temperature profile above that point.

2) the vertical variations of the horizontal wind (windshears) are

directly related to the horizontal gradients of atmospheric

temperature.

From (1) and (2), one can, in principle, estimate the windshears from

the horizontol gradients of satellite observed radiances.

The use of satellite radiance observations for determining stratospheric

wind shears is particularly attractive due to the absence of clouds (which

interfere with retrievals of temperatures) in the stratosphere.

1 Duncan, L.D., 1977: SATFAL - The application of meteorological
satellite data to nuclear fallout prediction. In Workshop on Satellite
Atmospheric Soundings U.S. Army White Sands Proving Ground, 86-97.

t
.... . . .. .. -- ..... ...
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The satellite derived product is a wind shear. To obtain the actual

winds in the stratosphere, a reference level wind is required: the 15 km

wind observed by the radiosonde can be used for this purpose.

The major purpose of this research is to develop and test several

methods for retrieving the stratospheric wind shears directly from the

satellite observed radiance gradients.

I

A ' .. .i , , . . : ' '



2. Derivation of retrieval methods.

The satellite observed radiance for an observing wavenumber

with negligible contribution from the earth's surface may be written

as

ZTT d Ti O N(IR. = TB dTZ (

0

where i is an index for observing wavenumber, B is the Planck function,

is the transmittance from the level Z to the top of the radiating

atmosphere ZT1 and Z is a measure of the altitude in terms of scale

heights

Z = - n(p/p0 ) (2)

where p is pressure and the subscript o refers to the surface of the

earth.

The horizontal gradient of the observed radiance in the meridional

direction is

r Y T K - dZ (3)

0

m6
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where T is temperature anc

dB. dT.
K dT dZ (4)

Equation (3) shows how the horizontal radiance gradient is related to

a weighted vertical integral at the horizontal temperature gradient.

The zonal component of the thermal wind in the layer bounded by

the levels Z2 and Z is

R (2
ut(Z 2,ZI) u(Z2) u(Z1 ) f I ( T/3y)dZ (5)

Z1

where R is the gas constant and f is the Coriolis kranieter.

The thermal wind is a good approximation to the actual wind difference

between two atmospheric levels as long as the wind field is clote to

geostrophic, as it generally is above the planetary boundary layer.

Comparison of eqs. (3) and (5) shows that they both contain

vertical integrals of the meridional temperature gradient; the

difference between the two is that in eq. (3) the integral is over

the entire atmosphere and is weighted by K. whereas in eq. (5) the
4i

integral is limited to the layer bounded by Z2 and Z and is unweighted.

A -
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If we define a function W(Z) such that

W(Z) = I if Z Z Z

W(Z) = 0 otherwise,

then eq. (5) can be written

ZT

f ut(Z 2 Zl) ZTt 2 5 1) W 3 dZ (6)
-R

0

If eq. (3) is multiplied by coefficients c. and summed over the

N observation wavenumbers we obtain

Z T
N T N
E ci = i (E ciKi)( T/3y)dZ (7)

i=l 1 i=l
0

Inspection of (6) and (7) indicates that if we approximate W by
N
Z ciK i., then we can estimate the thermal wind from

N
ut(Z2,Zl) -(R/f) E cir. (8)t i=l i 1

The coefficients c. can be determined from a procedure that minimizes1

in some sense the difference tetween the approximate W-function, which

we may denote by W, and the actual W-function. Fig. 1 shows some

actual kernel functions, Ki , and a typical W-function, W..
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There are several different ways in which the coefficients ci

can be determined.

a. Method 1.

One way is simply to minimize the form

T N
J EI ( c.K.-W)2dz (9)J ~ 1 1

0

This procedure would minimize the difference between W and

W over the entire atmosphere in a least squares sense. The

solution to this minimization problem is

c =S -1 a (10)

where

rT
Sij= KiK j dZ (11)

0

and

(2
a i Ki dZ (12)

Z
1I

,,

t'
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With ci known, ut can be determined from eq.(8). The

meridional component of the thermal wind, vt , can be obtained with

these same ci by substituting the zonal radiance gradients, (9Ri/ax),

fr r. in (8) and omitting the minus sign.1

b. Method 2.

IFleming (1979) (see also Fleming, 1972)" has suggested that

the coefficients c. be determined by minimizing the quadratic form
1

T 2 N
J = I (-W) ( Z ciKi-W)2dZ (13)

" i=l 1 1
0

subject to the unit height constraint

z
-(2 N

(Z2 -ZI) I ( ciKi ) dZ = 1
J i=l

Z1

* Fleming refers to the factor (I-W)2 as a penalty function that tends

1. Fleming, H.E., 1979: Determination of vertical wind shear from linear
combinations of satellite radiance gradients: A theoretical study. U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School Report NPS63-79-004, 42pp.

2. Fleming, H.E., 1972: A method for calculating atmospheric thicknesses
directly from satellite radiation observations. Prerints. Conf. on
Atmospheric Radiation, Fort Collins, CO, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 134-137.
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to sharpen up the approximate W-function, W. Since W=l within

the layer (Z2,ZI) of interest and W=O outside of this layer, eq. (13)

states that the integral oi W outside the layer of interest should have

a mininum value. The unit height constraint insures that the integral

of W is equal to the integral of W within the layer of interest. The

solution to this minimizat on problem is

-1~S a

T - a (14)

where

Z1  ZT

S KiKjdZ + K KjdZ (15)

0Z 2

and Z = Z2-Z1.

c. Method 3

To determine whether there is any significant difference between

the simple minimization of method 1 and the use of the penalty function

as in method 2, we may use method 1 with the same unit height constraint

r, in method 2. Formally, the solution is the same as for method 2,

,e. eq, (14), but with Sij defined as in method 1, i.e. eq. (11).

3 I
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d. Method 4.

Methods 2 and 3 both ise the unit height constraint. This

insures that areas such as those labelled C in figure 2 would cancel

each other. However, the excess areas labelled A and B are

undesirable and lead to inaccuracies in the solution. Fleming (1972)2

suggests compensating for these areas by multiplying the solution of

method 2 by the factor

ZT^
f WdZ (16)

0

e. Method 5.

To insure that the correct solution is obtained in the case

where the thermal wind is not a function of altitude, i.e.,the

horizontal temperature gradient is constant with altitude, we may

proceed as follows. Combine (5), (6) and (8) to obtain

(2 N (T N
(T/ y)dZ = c.r. Z l - ciKI(3T/9y)dZ (17)

~1 0

where the caret, as before, indicates the estimated value. For
( T/ y) constant with altitude,

6A- AL
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N

(?T/M y)(Z -ZI) 1 ( T/ y) Z (i~l ciKi )dZ (18)

0

From (18) it can be seen that the estimated temperature gradient

DT/ y, will equal the actual temperature gradient if

Z T N
(Z2 -ZI) Z -l c.K.)dZ=l (19)

0 I

This is a different form of the unit height constraint. Eq. (19) can be

interpreted as stating that the vertical integral of the approximate

W-function should te equal to the vertical integral of the exact

W-function. This seems to be a more appropriate normalization constraint

than the one given in method 2. The use of this constraint with the

minimization of eq. (9) constitutes method 5. The solution is

-bT S-la

c =S-1 a + - - S- b (20)
- bT S- 1I b

where

ZT

b, KidZ (21)

0

S-..-_-
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f. Traditional and regression methods.

The above five methods may be called direct retrieval

methods since the thermal winds are obtained directly from the radiance

gradients. Using a set of colocated radiance and radiosonde data, we

shall compare the results obtained from the different direct methods.

We shall also compare the results of the direct methods with results

obtained from method T, the traditional method, in which the thermal

wind is computed from the temperatures retrieved from radiance obser-

vations, and from a linear regression method based on the relationship

between the observed wind shears and the observed radiance gradients.

The results obtained from the regression method represent a limiting

accuracy for a particular data set for any direct linear method.
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3. Experimental details.

A special series of 31 concurrent (within 1 hour) sets of

radiance observations from the NOAA-4 VTPR instrument and wind

shear from radiosonde observations, distributed throughout one

year (Feb. to Dec. 75), for the White Sands Missile Range area

in New Mexico (see Fig. 3),is used for evaluating the different

methods. The horizontal radiance gradients over this area are

estimated from a 7 x 7 slightly rectangular array of satellite

radiance observations extending over an area of about 500 km on

the side. The spot size (50% power contour) of each radiance

observation ranges from 60 km at the sub-satellite point to about

80 km at the end of each scan line. To compute the radiance

gradients, four averages of 3 x 7 grid points each, as shown in

Fig. 3, were made of the radiances and of the location coordinates.

The radiance gradients are then obtained from application of the

Taylor approximation formulas to these average values

AR 1  RAKB x + R Y (22)

6R R - R T x T + (3
2 d 2 y2  (23)

W.
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where RA, RB, RC and R- are the average radiances (at a particular

wavenumber) for the regions A, B, C and D, as shown in Figs. 3 and

4, and xl, AyI, Ax2 and AY2 are shown geometrically in Fig. 4.

These two simultaneous equations can be readily solved for the

unknown radiance gradients DR/9x and DR/Dy. This simple method

gave approximately the same results as a planar fit by a regression

technique.

"Ground truth" was obtained from radiosonde balloons launched

(nearly) simultaneously from the three stations shown in Fig. 3

about one hour prior to the overpass of the NOAA-4 satellite. The

average of the three measured wind profiles was used as "truth" data

for the different methods.

It was decided to compare the direct methods using just the

three upper atmosphere channels (695.5, E79.5, 667.8 cm 1 ). Sample

comparisons with the use of four channels indicated no improvement in

the results.

The atmospheric transmission for each of CO2 band observing channels

is assumed to be a product of the C02, H20 and 03 transmissions in that

channel. A zenith angle correction to the transmissions is also

included. These transmissions are computed for each case from a
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first guess temperature and water vapor profile and from a

standard ozone distribution.

In the traditional method, temperature retrievals are

obtained with an inversion scheme similar to that of Hogan and

Grossman (1972).

J7
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4. Results

Before discussing the results, it is instructive to compare

the approximate W-functions of the different direct methods. Fig. 5

shows the W-function for the five direct methods for the layer

125-25 mb. The W-functions of methods 2 and 3 are almost identical.

This suggests that there is no particular advantage to be gained by

using the penalty function as in eq. (13) rather than a straightforward

minimization technique. It will be recalled that methods 2 and 3

both use the unit height constraint applied to the layer of interest.

While this insures that, within the layer of interest, the area under W

is equal to the area under 4, it also causes greater side lotes outside

the layer of interest than those of the other methods. Although

method 4 also makes use of the unit height constraint in the layer of

interest, the final solution coefficients are reduced by a common

factor in order to reduce the side lobes, thus nullifying the intent of

of the unit height constraint. The W functions of the other layers

have similar characteristics.

7^
Just as the W-functions of the different methods group themselves

into two distinct groups - those with unit height constraint within

the layer of interest ard those without (included here is method 4) -

so do the results. There were no sutstantial differences in the

I'
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results obtained with methods 2 and 3, and there were no substantial

differences in the results obtained with methods 1, 4 and 5. There-

fore, in the discussion that follows the results of method 1 are used

to represent methods 1, 4 and 5, which we may call group 1, and the

results of method 2 are used to represent methods 2 and 3, which we

may call group 2.

Table 1 compares the arithmetic (or systematic) errors of the

group 1 and group 2 direct methods and the traditional (T) method.

Also shown in the table are the observed mean wind shears. The

wind shears represent the change in wind speed from the base to the

top of each layer.

In general, the group 2 methods have a much greater systematic

error than the group 1 methods, especially for the u-component of

the wind shear. The arithmetic errors of group 1 are, in general,

somewhat less than those of the traditional method. The arithmetic

errors of group 1 and the traditional method are small compared to

the observed mean u-cQmponent wind shears, but are of the same size

as the observed v-component shears, which are of the order of 1 I s

for each layEr.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the root-medn-square errors of

the various methods. Also included in this table are the standard
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errors (S.E.) of a linear egression method based on the relationship

between the observed wind shears and observed radiance gradients.

These standard errors represent estimates of the minimum root-mean-square-

errors that can be achievet by any direct linear retrieval method. In

addition, the table includes the standard deviations (-,) of the observed

wind shea,'

Inspection of Table 2 rv,als that the root-mean-square-errors

of group 2 are typically more than twice as large as those of group 1,

the mean root-mean-square-errors for the four layers between 250 and

-l -I
10 it beinQ 2 m s and 3 m s , respectively, for the u-compohent, and

7 5 and 15 5 m sI for the v-component

A coi)par-ison of group 1 root-mean-square-errors with those of

the t,-aditional method shows that they are about the same magnitude for

u-component t)ut greater for group I for the v-component. however, for

neither method does tne root-mean-square-error go much below the

star,dard deviation of the observations. This implies that the error

obtained by assuming that the vi.nd shear is always equal to the observed

climatolowical value at White Sands would be no greater than that

obtained when satellite observations are used to estimate the wind

shea's.
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Comparison of the root-mean-square-errors of the direct

methods and the standard errors of the regression technique shows

that the difference between the two is larger for the v-component

of the wind shear than fo- the u-component.

In both Tables 1 and 2, a separate row of results is presented

for the 125-25 mb layer. This layer is approximately twice as

large as the other layers, and it was thought that, in view of the

'resolving power" difficulties of the basic radiance observations,

the results might be improved for such a "thick" layer. However,

inspection of the tables indicates that there is no particular

reduction in the errors for this thicker layer.

2-0 - 6
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S. Conclusions and discussion.

Several methods have been derived for determination of

thermal winds directly from the horizontal gradients of satellite

radiance observations. Tnese methods are intercompared using

a special series of satellite VTPR radiance and radiosonde wind

observations over the White Sands Proving Ground area in the United

States. The direct methocs are also compared to the "traditional"

method, in which thermal winds are computed from the horizontal

temperature gradients obtained from temperature profiles retrieved

from the satellite radiance observations, and to a linear regression

method.

Of the direct methods tested, those that do not apply the unit

height constraint to the layer of interest give the best results. The

use of the unit height constraint causes larger side lobes in the W-

function, thus introducing more undesirable information from the

region outside the layer of interest than in the case of the methods

that have no such constraint.

There appears to be no particular advantage to introducing a

penalty function (l-W) 2, into the integral form that is minimized

to obtain the solution coefficients for the direct methods.
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The best direct methods gave results comparable to those

obtained with the traditional method. However, all the methods

examined are not particularly skillful at retrieving the wind

shears from the radiance observations. This lack of skill is

probably associated with a number of factors.

We believe that the major factor leading to lack of skill is

the error associated with trying to evaluate a relatively small

horizontal gradient over a relatively small horizontal distance.

For the geographical region and atmospheric layers studied in

this research, typical u-component wind shears are of the order

of 10 m s 1. Such wind shears imply, through the thermal wind

equation, meridional temperature gradients of about 3.50C per

1000 km. Differentiation of the Planck function with respect to

temperature indicates that, for the temperatures and wavenumbers

of concern here, a change of 1°C is equivalent to a change of one

radiance unit (mW/m2 sr cm- ). Thus, the observed wind shears

are associated with radiance gradients that are of the order of

3.5 radiance units for 1000 km. However, in the present investi-

gation these radiance gradients are estimated from radiance

otservations over characteristic horizontal distances of about

300 km - which means radiance differences of about 1 radiance

unit or temperature differences of about 1 r vust be measured.

-A
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The VTPR instruments had characteristic sensitivities of 0.25

radiance units (even larger at 667.8 cm- 1), a significant

fraction of the radiance differences that had to be measured in

order to retrieve the observed thermal winds. Thus, the VTPR

instruments are just not sensitive enough to measure the small

horizontal radiance differences over distances of - 300 km

associated with typical meridional temperature gradients in the

stratosphere over White Sands. The situation Tor the v-component

is even worse, since typical v-component wind shears are less than

those of the u-component.

Other factors contributing to errors in the retrievals include

the differences between the actual and the approximate W-functions,

uncertainties in transmission functions, and possible differences

between the thermal wind shear and the actual wind shear.

* The above discussion leads us to suggest that much better

results night be obtained by applying the direct methods of the

group 1 type to regions of the atmosphere with typically greater

wind shears than those encountered in the stratosphere over White

Sands and/or to characteristic horizontal distances greater than

the 300 km used in the present study. Improved instrumentation

in the current generation of satellite soundiny equipment should also

lead to improved retrievals.
i
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Ki and W functions.

Fig 2 Schematic W and runctions.

Fig. 3 Typical array of satellite radiance observation points

over the White Sands area. Each dot represents the

center of a spot observed by the satellite. The circled

crosses show the locations of the radiosonde stations that

were used for "ground truth". The rectangles A,B,C and D

are used in the computation of radiance gradients, as

explalned in the text (see also fig. 4).

Fq. 4 Schematic diagram showing how observations from areas A,B,C

and D are used to compute radiance gradients. See text.

J^

Fig 5 Comparison of approximate (W) and actual W functions for

125-25 mb layer.

.d -7
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Table 1. Mean observed wind shears and mean arithmetic errors of

wind shear retrieval; ("I s 1).

Method 1 represents tht group of methods 1, 4 and 5;

Method 2 represents the group of methods 2 and 3; and

N is the number of conparisons.

Layer u-component v-component

Method Method

(iv) (kin) Observed 1 2 T Observed 1 2 T N

250-100 10 4-16.2 -8.2 6.9 7.7 2,4* -0.4 0.7 1.0 0.0* 31
A.'b

100-50 16.2-20 6 -11.6 1.9 -7.4 5.8 -1.0 0.5 0.4 1.1 31

50-20 20.6-26.5 -4.0 -1.7 -9.8 -1.6 -0.3 -0.2 -1.0 0 7 28

20-10 26.5-31.1 1.2 -0.2 4.1 -3.4 1.1 -0.7 -0.9 -0.7 15

125-25 14.8-25.0 -19.8 3.4 -1.9 7.9 -2.1 1.3 1 0 2.3 31

* Values fo, Method T are for the 300-100 mb layer (9 6-16.2 km).

41
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Table 2. Root-mean-square-errors, stcndard error of regression technique (S.E.),

and standard deviation of observations of wind shear 
(a) (m s- ).

Method I represents the grout, of methods 1, 4 and 5;

Method 2 represents the group of methods 2 and 3, and N is the number

of comparisons.

Sye' I u-component v-component N

Method Method

f-ib) (kin) 1 2 T S.E 1 2 T S.E

250-100 10.4-16.2 12. 14 7.6* 7.7 10.1 11. 14 8.3* 7.3 11.7 31

t00-50 16.2-20,6 6.8 14 7.9 4.9 5.0 6.5 11 3.5 3.5 4.7 31

;0-?0 20.6-26.5 8.0 22 5.2 5.5 7.0 8.0 18 4.4 3.5 3.5 28

?O-iO 26.5-31.1 5.8 35 6.3 4.9 7.3 4.5 19 2.5 2.4 2.1 15

Mean 8.9 21 6.7 6.5 7.9 £.4 19 4.7 4.4 6.0

125-25 14.8-25.0 8.7 10 10.1 6.4 9.4 12. 15 5.5 5.5 8.0 31

* * Values for Method T are for the 300-100 mb layer (9.6-16.2 km)

4
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Abstract arund the obaserving timea) or all asyatuiptic assiilaiItion

The concept of radiometric sounding of atmospheric tenmpera- SceeMotvauinsfthim ctfstlie
ture profiles front satellites was first demonstrated with data soundings onl forecasts are made by running two parallel
gathered by infrared spectrometers on the Nimibus-3 satellite sets of forecasts, (one set based onl initial analyses that
in 1969. Operational satellite sounding over oceanic areas was do not include satellite temperature sounding data, the
introduced by the vTriR (Vertical Temperature Profile other onl initial analvses that incltude these data. The
Radionmeter) instrument on the NOAA 2 satellite in 1972.
Early evaluations of these new observational data centeredl or, two sets of ftorecasts are then verified against thle ob)-
their accuracy compared to data obtained front the con,- served] states of tilt- atmosphere. generally in regions
vent ional radiosonde system. More recent evaltiations have withI dense radioaso nde networks.
focuisedl on the inmpact of the satellite temperatuore soundings A number oif stuch imptact tests have beent perfoirmted
on nounterical weather forecasts. In this paper, we review the by various grotups arotund the woirld. The results have
results of such impact tests in several countries. On the 1
average, the inclusion of satellite sounding data leads to a been putbllishetd in scientific joutrnals (ir in reports. We
small improvement in the nunterical forecasts. have attempted to collect the restults (of these studies for

liresentitaion here. As part of thIis attemtplt, we have
writ ten tao a atntmber of nat ionaal mtetetoroloi gical services
requtestinatg all)- ittftormtatio n t hey coula d Iprovaide an athle

1. Introduction ipact of satellite sotundintgs ott forecasts. Part oif the
a aft rnattio ttI raai ded was qutali tativye itt atu tre. We

T1he \'TPR instru ment oit the operational U .S. weather stummatarize iat tlte tnext sectiotn botth thIe quanatitative' and
* satellites provided about 1000 soutnding tetmperatuare qutalitative itnfortmation we have comttpiled.

p~rofiles per day over the oceans taf the globe. This
anmber is about tite half of the toital tnmber oaf radio-
sonade reports available daily. The VTPR tentlacrat tire 2
profiles. proicessed itt Washittgtont, D).C., were availabile 2. Results
oayer the global meteorological telecuaatmu nicatioats a. Qtuantitatite impati
circuit. The infrared and microwave sotunrding systemis Imatpact evaluationa tests have been paerfoarmted by a
oat the U.S. expieritmetntal satellite Nitttbts-6 (prototypes nubro oipsngdfentalysoectn,
oif the soatnding systeat fair the oplerationral satellite at eaiair ehas ehv hiette4
TI ROS-N). were capabale oif pirovidintg abtaut 5000 teti- an gerifc tia eghtsfoechast foeaun the

licrature sotundinigs dfaily-, liver land and water. Satellite 0ti)gepenalhgtfocstorvluigte

tettilerattare souttdintgs are in thle faorm of tettplerature itmpact of satellite sutndi ng data. This piartictular faore-

* -- ~~verstis piresstare and cana le ciotverted toa thickniesses cast was chtasett becauase it reparesentts alt imptotrtant

a ~~directly air tia geaipiiteatial heights with the use oaf the atmiospiheric level and foirecast range. attd results foir

hylsattitrc eliatiit atd ktailede if heheihtae this forecast were available fromri almtost all oif the ii-
hsaar e rrec le veio gneak ll ed e 100 thte sh rface (of act stuadies. The moast tiptplar foirecast verificati onsom reerece eve, gneall th 100 nb srfae. criteria were the rais erroars atid SI skill scotre. We shall
Satellite data are asvnt iltic; thev catn be incltude(] it the~ata~l~sisfaara liatifaiir rg atlalts presentt thle itmtpact restults in termas of uiae tar the oather

anlssfr tpriuaibservin tinme either lay mas (or bo1th, where availabale) oif these criteria. Tfhe SI
a if an oibservinag w\inada w (e.g., the use oif data + 3 hutrs scrisgvnb

*Expanded version of paper presentedl at the COSPAR 10_j(jYj;~

Symposium on the Remote Sountding of the Atmosphtere from where eo is the error oat tite foirecast height difference
Space, Innsbaruck, Austria, 1-3 June, 1978. atd GL is the tobserved or foarecast height difference he-

aM).t)779' 1(11 42-,06S$05.50 tween grid paoints, whichever is larger. The lower the
(© 1979 Amenran Meteorological society scoire, the imore skilftul thle foirecast. Tweanty years of
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TABILE I. Impact of satellite soundings on rms errors, of 48 h 500 mb geopotential height forecasts (in).
(Positive impact represents reduction in rms height eiror.)

Number of

Source Verification area Season D~ata forecasts NOSAT SAT Impact

D~esnmarais et al. (1978) Eastern N. America Summer V + N 10 45.8 47.9 -2.1
Western N. America 43.5 45.0 -1.5

N. America Wiinter V + N 15 65.0 63.7 1.3
lialem el al. (1978) N. Amnerica Winter V + N 11 77.9 72.8 5.1
Bionner el ual. (1976) N. America Spring %, 9 63.4 60.6 2.8
Atkins and Jones 0l975) Europe, Atlantic, Spring V 7 94.0 88.0 6.0

Canada, NE USA
lDruyan et all. (1978) Europe, Aid-East,

N. Africa
Experimental VTPR WVinter V26 70.0 67.0 3.0
Operational VTPR Winter V 13 69.3 67.3 2.01

Kelly (1977)* Australia WVinter V 9 49.0 43.6 5.4

V = VTPR soundings, N =Nimhus-6 soundings.
*36 h forecasts.

explerience in the tise of SI scores at the .. .Nationtal Tlable 2 shows imipact results in terms of Sl skill
MIeteorological Center (N '.lC) indicates thtat the scores, at positive impact mteaning a reduction in the SI
piractical range between at perfect and worthbless forecast scoire when satellite sounding data are incluided: a re-
at 50(0 mnib is 20) 7(0 (Fawcett, 1977). duction in SI reiesents an improvement in the fore-

Table I shows the impt act of satellite soin4( g dIata cast. Thte 51 results ci nIi rnii the ris error results. Sm all
in nutimerical forecasts as mteasu red lby the reduoction it psi tivte imipacts are ob ta in ed in all st udies, excep t fo r
ris gei p oten tialII heighlt erro rs. ait iositive iniact replre- thle tin v itega ti ye imp1 act in the su in iier resuilts o f
senting a reduction in the erroir wheni satellite souitding D esmtarais dael. (1978). Tie tmtst imptlressive results are
data are inc(l uded. N OSATl refers to the- ruts error when ionce agan in iii Siitthernt Hemisphlere study where a
no satellite soundings are included in the initial analyses redutctioin iif alitiist 5 pinits is registered in the SI
and SAT refers tii thiise cases in which satellite soiund- score uwhen satellite sotintdings are inicluided (Kelly et af.,
ngs were added tii the data biase of tie initial aitalyses. 1978). O nce againi each impact~ listed cinsists (if the
Excep t fior t lit suniiinier resttlts oif IDesmtara is etf a/. (1978) inv(an iiif a set if fiorecast s, siomne if which showed po si tive~
lie impacts are all pitivt e, inldlicatlinig imprio ved fiore- impt act an som 4 ue iof whIi ch sho wed negative i tiact.

casts whlen satellite sounidinig data are included. to-w- It is iif interest tii coimpare the winter results of
tever, the impacts are all small, ranging friit 3-6 111 I es.unarais el (ot. (1978) at NNIlC with those iof Hiatein
while the error evelsoif the forecasts are in the rangeoif el al. (1978) at I SS (GoddI(ardI Intstitutte for Space
45 1001 in. Tlhe largest imlpirove men t, perceut agewi st' Stutdies). Ten oif thle fiorecastIs were ci iin ui ii tui both
is ottai ned in the SuthIemn lH.emisp here (Ktel ly. 1977) s1tidies. Th e NNI1C ibt ainied a piiosi t ive iminpact of 0.5
where the imtiact is greater than 1 0(';. it alt stutdies, the points ini SI score, representing at reduction oif 51 from
simall average impact obitainted is the result iif at coiittina- 34.8 to 34.3. ( ISS iibtained a positive impiact of 1.9
tio otu f piosi t ivelyv ittflIuenced anid nega tivetly influ tencred tpiints it 51 . repiresenti ng a redutctiiin froitm 39.6 to 37.7.
forecasts antd iii t thte resulIt if ift coniisistenitt iip ac t oin Halem el it. (11)78) itmply tha t (ISS's greater tposi tive
each fiirecast. imitpact is the resut o f a tie tter assimntiIa tiion and a nalysis

TAiit 2. Impact of satellite soundings on S1 scores of 48 h geopotential height forecasts.
(Positive impact represents reiluction in SI, improvement in forecast.)

.3Verification Number of
Source area SesnData forecasts NOSAT SAT Impact

D lesmarais el al. (1978) N. America Sumnier V + N 10 46.1) 46.1 -0.1
Winter V + N is 34.8 34.3 0.5

Ilalem ecial. (1978) N. Amierica Winter V + N hI 349.6 37.7 1.9
Bionner el al. (1976) N. America Spring V9 44.2 45.6 1.4
Kelly (1977)" Australia Winter V 9 421) 40.0 2.0
Kelly el al. (1978)" Australia Winter N 28 42.2 37.4 4.8

tV = VTPR soundings, N Nimbus 6 soundings.
*36 h forecasts.
'24 h forecasts.
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70 and N NI C Si scores, and found the samie - 5 SI point
difference.) I it particulIa r. I )esm arais et u1I. ( 1978) inIIIIll%

65F that (ASS's analyses %ithont satellite soundings are
poorer t han N NI U's and(, therefore. the addition of

60'r satellite sounidinrgs call improve C( ISS's analy *ses more
than the), call improve N NI C's analyses; hence, a

55'- greater Impat in ( ISS's forecasts. To hell) resolve this
4) (juestion. it would be desirable to apply GISS's assimuila-

00~
series oif imp~ act tests. Exp rienelts a liong thIese lines are

S45- 1vrenl iriderwav (( hil el al., 19 79a).
- - - - - .~The question naturally arises as to the meaning or

40- - 10% signiticaince of a smnall Implroveiment, say I or 2 proints.40 - - - - iii the SI skill sco re at 500 nil). Sronle light c'ani be shed
35- on this questionr lby Figs. I and 2. Figure 1 shows the

30 Iiieni aniual SI score of thre N NIC's 36 h forecasts at

53 58 63 68 73 78 5(00 rubl duriing the period 195.5-76 (froi hialenr et al..
Year 1978 ; extenrsionr oif data prresenrted lby Fawcett, 1977). A

general trend toiward lower SI scores,(' i.e., iimrproved

Fit;. I. Meair annual SI skill score of NMC's 36 h forecasts forecasts,' can Ibe seenr duriing the prerioid. Over the last
at 500 mb during the period 1955 76. (F~ronr lalem et al., 10) years there has breen abroutit a1I"0; imrprovemrent iir
1978; extension of dlata presenifff Io Fawcett. 1977.) the SI score, i.e.. a reductioin of about 4 points. If this

rate canl also Ibe assumred relpresenrtative of the 48 h
forecast, thenita reductionr of I or 2 points in the SI
score repiresents air imroivemrent that currently takes

65 about 2 to 5 yecars to achieve. Figure 2 (after D esmrarais
et al., 1978) shows the .500 nh? SI score of the N NIC

60 - 6. level p n rimitivye equnatin mor del as a fun ctio n oif
forecast period. For forecast pierioids less than) 60 1,, the

55-forecast deteriorates at aI rate of abut 5 S1 ponrts for
12 h. Th'lus, anl imiprovemrent oif 1 or 2 points in the SI
scorre is eiluivalerrt to anl exte'nsiorn of forrecast caprability

50- Irby abmout 22' 5 i at thre 48 Ir forrecast range.
A I or 2 ploinit SI irriiact mray Ihe simall compiaired tor

Ci~~ the differences iii the prerforrmanice of differing analysis
45 - arid forrecasting systeims, e.g., GISS versus NINIC.

Operational exprerienice at N IC (Shumran, 1978) has
407 shrow[) step jumplls greater than I orr 2 points when un-

5 potts 35 ponts roved urodels are adopted (e.g.. a~fter introduction of
35 12ht 3.2 pnt the 6-level primitive equation model, or the fine mesh

I~tr iimodel). But imlirovemenrts in the forecast models may

lie irnrre difficult trr achieve torday than in the past (there

30 Iis less ro'oni for imiprovemnilt) and a I or 2 poiirt ini-
2 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 prorverrit in SI score may be significant at torday's

Forecast period (h) state (if miodel developmient.

IG. 2. SI skill score of NNMC six-level primitive equation hi all the studies, as previouts[\- norted, the small
model at 500 mb as a function of forecast period. (After aiverage uiiact obitained is the result of a conbinatin
D~esmarais el al., 1978.) of positively influenced aird ieaieyifune oe

casts and not the result of a consistent impiact on each
forecast. This is illustrated (Fig. 3) by a breakdown of
the iriplacts registered by Halem et al. (1978) for N\orth
Anierica during a winter period. Although the average

scheme. D~esniarais et al. (1978) sugxgest that the implact was potsitive. representing a reduction oif 1.9
greater impact registered by (GISS is siniply due to more proints in skill scorre, in 3 out of the 11 foirecasts the
room for improvement in (;lSS's analysis and forecast ililiact was niegative.
system, as evidenced by better (by 5 pioints) NOSAT 51
scores of NNIC's forecasts. (That the difference in SI bi. Qualitatire impact
scores is nort due to different areas or grid intervals ir the
two studies is shown by IDesmarais et al. (1978) whor used Qualitative inforrnation on the impact of satellite

- exactly the sanme verification code for evaluating GISS sonidings oii nnumnerical weather forecasts was obtained,
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1 have been performed, "we feel that the old systen, with
3 -j eight weather ships in the Atlantic Ocean 1 )rovid, d

miore %ialualile informiation albout actual weather phe-
nomiena which cannot lbe reliaced by currently avail-

Average impact 19able satellite soundings- (llu1schner, 1978. liriv-ate

coiniliuication).1 3. Discussion and conclusions

o Our survey (if the imipact oif satellite soundings on
4) nunierical forecasts indicates that current satellite data
EI its sd in current analysis and forecast mnodels p~rodutce.

z I on average, a siaI I itoprowenmen t in the nin erical fore-

I casts. (It should be niotedl t hat the Nimibus-6soundings
Iwere never tise(I op erat io nally !ut on lv in si inuLla tions

of opieratiolnal forecasts). I o'wever. this smiall average
I 1)it iye i lip act is not based In econsisten t smiall IpositLive

-4 -2 0 2 4 6lonpacts in each forecast, buLt rat her on an avecrage of

to to to to to to forecasts with iositive imipact. liegative inmpatt and no
-2 0 2 4 6 8 imipact. Trhe smiall effect oif the satellite data is also

Impact on srI ev-idcnced by almiost all qualitative and] synoptic evaltia-
tis I f t Ieir inipact. SLuject i-ve evaltuat ions of N OSAT

FIG. 3. Histogram of impacts of satellite sounding data on and SAT no nierical fo recasts !?% VXperienced fore-

48 ht 500 nit) S1 scores for North America during a winter casters (D estoarais rt al1., 1978) indicated little, it any%.
perid. (fterHalm cial.,1978) difference between the two for the stiniier test period:

duoring the wintter test period. iii those cases wl."re the
SAT and NO(SA'1 forecasts diffred (on[lv 26% of idfromt sev-eral national mieteorological services. Their the cases), the SAT forecast wits judged thec better fore-

the usefulness and1( accu racy oIf pro g nost ic charts gen -

Weather Bureau. Republic of Southi Africa The 1000 30k crated fron? SAT and NOSAl' forecasts, and fromt
nih thickness field is one oIf twol lrinitary fields predicted. '. (rift('atiolns (if precipitation forecasts ats mnight lie

and bot h satellite sountding data antd satellite -den -ved issued itt loc(at forecast op erat itns h asetI ((11(11.t1)1t ts fronti

wintds arc included iii thle opeira t ion(at mia iuia analyses SAT andt( Nt SA ' fo4recast s. iale r/ in al i. (119,78) tintd
oIf this field. Trhe Weather Butreaut, Repul Ii c (If South "b eneficial h'it f ilest on pacts.'' lHowever. II alem i el a.

Africa, indicates that "'alt hou1gh we hav'e, as ve(t, mnade (1978) also4 fi rid t ha t intt o seregil Ils 4f thle foIrecast a rea

11( 4 hjec tiye assessitienlt 4 f thle ini11 act o f satellite siutid - w here thle intopa('ts are relaIi vet\ la rge ( 96 ti I in

ing data atitloud411 iliiagvrv on the qulalityv (f our SO 500 [ ml height for 72 Ii forecasts), the ililtact is po(sitive

n Li mencal analyses an titinoeric(at pro gnose54s, we arc Iin seven oult (If nl ine cases('. it At kins antd Jon(les (1975).
('(nvi n(ed that it ni itst be tonIlsidelrable"' ('lriegaa rdt. in wh ich li1st t i\e i li lat wats registered lby the sa tel litet
1978. pii-at U'cE ini-ni ib(at i4 i), soi11(1 ogs, ''o(I no( (casil (I wolId thle fo(recast (if

wca tlier issued for thle British Nie4s havec been affecte'd
hvy the inclutsion oIf satellilo' lata.- I )ruyan la.r 17)

Meterolgicl Srrie. rane. I'lc cperenc ofthe iti discuin~lg at forecast for which lie rt.ins height errotrs
French Meteoirological Seni';,',- ind~icates that if olie wr infcnl eue ) nlso fVT
retives the satellite soundt in g dlat a fron ilih ilnitial wr's~O ialtI~rdttelI Yiic tS4Ii(f\''P Il

conidi tions (If a particular folrec(ast, thle resuIt intg fo rec'ast serva LiIn l~l it thle inlitial a hali s state that ''we wIotuId

is not significanitly differetit fromt a forecast blased onili (recat il t I cain a tat 1'th';. Ilt data rchisged It asooa

- ~~~~initial conditionIls Iiincludi ng thle satellite dat a (M~itt nctr. iortct lint 54 it c at ono. (Iis IT he( Iiiie the fes no ia itadI

1978, piva te ct (i t tnica t i4n). Ho wever, if ((lie re- si the1 IISot44g geiii Iletist(Ilitve Here, tl tsI rIdit ew greiatle

iltoves the sa telIi te soIulinrgs fronit t he I ~ iratoa stde sugstta1stllt1.11ng rduegrae
4imp~ro~vn'itelts tii thle nit niricaiI filrcr'.sts.

objective anhal ysis sctetiie fo 11' aperio d o f several con1- I ISI11'rs llfIrt1kIf1) a'iavlieti-

stite aayss ante f rest s. I la rt i' deaatr v i 1 cu5' nssedt b\ ivIesliiara is et at. (1978). '1ractoInl and
of he nayse ad te oreast. artcuarl i thse Mc' lhersotn ( 19)77). anld I ru alt et ill. (1978). Satellite

areas not well rtwiered b\y other tvies (If 411154ryatil (Is.
5411 ldinlgs show 4Wdi Il ('I' lis ofI 2 PC vilien coipa 15red to

radlios1onlfde l 15er ~atis Tent5 Ii'tl(erat t ire an al yses t hat
Meteorological Service. Federal Republic of (erma4v. l'h!- inclutde satellite daitat sto siiialler \isriance than

F"RG M1eteorolo gical1 Service( inrdicates that sat el lite analyses IbasedI on rad0ilii(Icd Ji ta it14 nc. Figurc 4 (after
soulnding data are utsed roultiniely in the nttilerital I )esmnarais e! id. 0 978)) shiows t lit conistenItly snaller
a nalysis pr'ocedutre. Altfhoutg h toi11111 fci ri'riffilt'f .ld v.% ala iH pIc l tur ti'ti'vnrx (it nit'.sltre ofI 1cnpera-
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- I -1 - r-~ errors of satellite soundings (through increased knowl-
940 NOSAT edge of atmospheric transmission characteristics, for
900 SA exampile), although the basic probecn of poor' vertical

860 resolution will always remain for piassive obiservinog
E techniques. ~~~~~Snith(17,piaecm uctoni-

820 .~~~~;'' ~ ~~ dicates that the satl 7 hrzta e ldoviofte oreratos whikm. have ee
itrcese iel aRt1n

700 It I tire of a horizontal area of the order oIf a 500 kml square.

660 As a result of this "horizontal averaging.'' the horizontal

620 fields of the satellite data are smoother and c'ontainl less
ti structure than those ty pically obtained front analysis

5 o t 5 i ', 20 2 of radiosonde observations. Smith (1977, private coi .)i-
February1 976 littinication) believes that processing the satellite dlatat

at their -50 kill resolotion with a few hondred kilo-
FiG. 4. Eddy available potential energy - AE (101 3m 2) nieters separation bet ween pr icessed sounodings would

of the atmosphere between 850 and 200 nib, from 20-90'N for v'ield horizontal tields mocre nearly compatible with
SAT nd OSA anlyss. Aftr Iesnaras ea!. 198.) radiosonde observations andi with the numerical weather

prediction tioditels as current]\- form ulated. However. hr
ture variance) of analyses that include satellite sound - virtue of the inherent vertical averaging of thle satellite
ings. The satellite sounding data must compete with al temnierature-soutnding technique. at certain aniou nt of
initial analysis that is derived fromt other sources. Alp- horizontal smoothing is automatically introduced 'lito,
parently the quality oif Northern Hemisphere initial the analyses. lIn addition, thle statistical climiatolopicalq
analyses, even over data-sparse regions such as oicea-ns. natuore (of thle retrieval tevch iities mlay also suipplress
is not improved substantially hr thle addition of the hlorizontail st ructutie. To w\hat extent the processing of
satellite soundings (incidently, what is usually thouight the satellite datta at their basic -50 kill horizontal
of as a data-sparse region mar hare significant inputs resolutioin call restore thle act ual hoirizointal structure of
from aeroplane oblservations. winds derived froiii sat('l- thle temiperatumre field remiains to lie seen. lIn any\ case.

lite observations, and a reasonaly good 12 Ii forecast) ; tile i'O\S (TIH S O peratio nal Vertical Sunder) onl
hence, there is a lack of imipact il the forecasts. lin the the third gencra 11011 polar Satellite %'Stteil oIf NOAA.
Southern Hemisphere, where the quality (if the inlitial the TI ROS- N (the first TIR( S- N wits launched onl 13
analyses is not nearly as good as that in the Northlern Octobe(r 1978), should pivwid' at wealth of data for
HIeniispihere, the satellie datta. (desp ite in ii letos of furthei r implact stud(1i es,
qiuality, lead to impilroved analyses and fiorecasts.

The abiive discussiiin takes at rather peissimiustic view~ Note added in proof: At thle ltiie this paper was written, the
of the impijact (if satellite situndinigs. at least in tilie results of the recent Anmerican impact tests were available only-

NorternIleispere.[hei itinistsmararge. mw. in report foriii. Summnaries of these studies are beginning to

ever, that the small, average imnprovemtent oibtained is ap, .r Iin It-~ scienltific journals. Somie of the (;ISS results
whe cot ~~d t tle at atwhch ite- appear in 1 t al. 049). one new result is based upon

significant whncmae otert twihfr- subjective kc iattion hy experienced forecasters of Nt SAT
casts have imilproived over thlt past decade. t hat it is and SAT forecasts for thle winter test period. The GISS fore-
becominig nmore aild iiiire difficuilt tii implrovet the ac- casters find that, in those cases where there were differences
cturacy (if forecasts, and that even at small imiiproivemenit in the SAT and N( SAT forecasts of 500 nib geopotemitial

imay lie significant. They' canl argue that satellite siiuind- hegt(6 fttlcasest, th A oeatwits the better
- one about of the time, The N M( impatct work is reported

ings have led tii impiroivemienlts in the fiirecasts thlat Tractoin et al. (1979a) and Tractiin et al. (1979h).
mlight hare takenl 2 5 \,cars to achieve thierwise'. anld TI ROS-N, launched onl 13 tOctober 197, with the third
that fotrecast capiability has bien extended biv 21 5 It generation oif vertical toiniperat tire sounding instrumlents tin
at the 48 h range. 'Ther mar harte a point~. boarid, is capable oif priovitding 10 000 soutndings at dav. How.

One shoutld not take the preseltt conclutsionis as thlit ever, since redundant thservat ions in jsilir region.- ire not
lirtcessoetl the total is reduced to 8000 per day, of which 2000

filial woird ioil lie stibject . The nmitbt er tif i2mp act stiiits are t rantsmiit tedi via the G lobaml T'electolm inuInica t tions Svst em
-~~~~ ~thtis far contduceted is relatively smiall, allil thle nitmbelar GTtnS). The [I RO)S- N vertical sounditing sy stelin is described

of cases in eatch Study has lieen bI arely enog ltit pro iiI"vid e by Simit h etaii! (19i)79), andilan eairl\r eval tal tin of the 1 I RtS. N
J , ~~a general picture' tif impihacts. MIotre i nipact stuidies arc- teiiperittre soundliings is given hr Phillips et al, I1979t. Both

papet's appear in tllis isstie oif the Ihmti-iti.pact studies
requtired. Satellite sotundinlgs are nott pouinlt obhservatioins are Itlarmei foir the fiitlilne.
like radiosonde tibservatitons, hut vitltietric iilserva- rI Rt)S.N wit jone in space tin 27 Jine 1979 by NO)AA.6i,
tions; satellite sotinditngs have their own errtir charac- the second in this new series of 1'. S. operational orbiters.
teristics. The weather services tof the world have nott When the Nt)AA-ti sounditng systemi becomies operational, the
had mtitch expterience with the tise of this niew% typet tif two satellites will provide 4000 soundings per day over the

data l~l~itivd aalyis cheties(se. fr eailjil. 'he GISS group that performed the NASA impact studies
Phillips. 1976) niay enhanice the impiart tif satellite is now at the Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences, NASA
soundings. 'There is also the poissibility oif redtucing the Goddard Space Flight ('enter.
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